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This is the definitive guide to learning and mastering the Tarot quickly & easily. Unique, fun,

easy-to-learn exercises teach you how to hear what the cards are trying to tell you. This is not yet

another book of Tarot card meanings. You start hands-on learning immediately, playing with your

Tarot cards as they reveal the future to you. Instead of forcing you to memorize generic "key words"

that limit your interpretation of the Tarot to 78 possible meanings, this workbook has you look at the

cards and see what is happening in the images, and how these pictures can show you different

things at different times. This book speeds up that process and helps you have fun learning to hear

what your cards are saying to you--from day one. "Dusty White has created the perfect text-book for

a tarot course whether in a class-room setting or for self-study. I have been a professional tarot card

reader for over two decades: I wish The Easiest Way to Learn the Tarot--EVER!! had existed when I

was first learning and that is the highest praise I can offer. Furthermore, even now, as an extremely

experienced and well-read tarotista, I still received many new insights, perspectives, and information

from White's wonderful book. This is a book to keep close at hand--it serves as a reference and a

guide through the tarot as much as an instructional manual. I expect to return to my copy

repeatedly.  The Easiest Way to Learn the Tarot--EVER!! is exceptionally well-organized, lucid,

practical and extremely comprehensive but also tolerant: White appreciates that there are many

varied and disparate ways to read tarot and presents readers with a wide selection. A particularly

nice aspect of this book is that it may be used with any tarot deck although White recommends that

beginners use a Waite-Smith or Waite-Smith derived deck--I concur--and explains precisely why.

The book contains suggested exercises and workbook pages. Each card is discussed in depth as

are a variety of spreads. This book is highly recommended for beginners and adepts alike. My only

suggestion: perhaps Dusty White would like to expand this series by adding similar volumes

focused on astrology and runes."  - Judika Illes, author of The Encyclopedia of 5000 Spells, The

Encyclopedia of Spirits, The Weiser Field Guide to Witches, and Pure Magic: A Complete Course in

Spellcasting
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It really is the easiest way to learn the tarot. This book by Dusty White is a practical how-to guide on

learning tarot cards for giving readings. Rather then focusing on the meanings of cards from any

particular practice, Mr. White encourages the reader to develop his own meanings for cards, and to

learn how to see them from a practical viewpoint as a story unfolding before you. The method he

lays down is easy and approachable, whether you are a complete neophyte to tarot, or well versed

in tarot lore, but looking to develop it as a practical skill. His methods also translate well into other

methods of sortilege, whether they are runes, I-Ching, other versions of cartomancy, or personal

systems, you can expand use his exercises to become a more proficient reader.Mr. White has also

made an online community for the book, giving people who may not have much exposure, or feel

they have no contact with other interested people, a way to meet, share, and learn from others who

are more experienced in the practical application of Tarot.Part of the book is the 30 day plan to

develop your skills with the Tarot. During those 30 days, you will routinely practice reading cards,

not for yourself, but as an exercise in seeing how the tarot can unfold stories, make connections,

and reveal patterns. Starting with simple 1 card exercises, which help you to understand the card on

a more personal level, seeing what is going on in the card as a story, then going deeper into the

card, as you explore story. After that, you begin to move towards two card exercises, building off

looking at one card each for two people, then two cards as a story progressing, and then two cards

combined into a single scene.
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